Relaxation Effect of a 2-Hour Walk in Kumano-Kodo Forest
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Abstract

Background: Studies have shown that walking in forests can have a relaxation effect, but the participants only walked for about 15 minutes.

Methods and findings: The study adopted an open crossover design, in which 22 healthy male volunteers were randomly assigned to two groups. The first group walked the Kodo forest course first and then the urban course second, while the second group completed the walks in the reverse order. The Kodo course was 4 km from the foot to the pass and back, and took around 2 hours. The participants walked the urban course at an exercise intensity equal to that of the Kodo course. We used both physiological and psychological measures to examine the relaxation effect of walking. Salivary amylase concentrations significantly increased from the start to the end of the urban course, and were significantly higher at the end of the urban course than at the end of the Kodo course. Saliva cortisol concentrations decreased from the start to the end of both courses, and were significantly lower at the end of the Kodo course than the urban course. Analysis of the Profile of Mood State data showed significant decreases in “Tension-Anxiety”, “Depression-Dejection depression”, “Anger-Hostility” and “Confusion” after walking both courses, and a significant decrease in “Vigor” after the urban course. Visual analog scores were significantly higher on the Kodo course, but decreased significantly on the urban course. The electrocardiogram analysis showed no noticeable change in the HF component time series for the urban course, although it tended to be higher on the Kodo course than the urban course. The LF/HF ratio was slightly higher for the urban course than for the Kodo course throughout.

Conclusions: The physiological and psychological measures indicate that walking for 2 hours in the forest is effective for relaxation.
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Introduction

Human beings have existed for the past 600 to 700 million years. Over this time, more than 99.99% of humans have lived in natural environments, and their physiological functions are adapted to nature. Thus, people who live in contemporary urban and artificial environments tend to be constantly under stress. It has been suggested that forest-derived stimulation may reduce the stress of modern life [1]. Forest medicine research has been conducted in Japan since the 1990s. The Japanese term Shinrin-yoku, also called forest bathing or walking in forests, refers to the practice of incorporating the atmosphere of the forest into all of the senses. The first study to report that shinrin-yoku reduces stress was conducted in 1996 [2]. Many studies have since shown the stress-relieving effect of shinrin-yoku [3-7]. These studies measured cortisol in saliva, sympathetic and parasympathetic functions, blood pressure, and heart rate variability as indices of stress. Some studies have included walking in addition to spending time in forests, but with walking times as short as 15 minutes [8-12].

Kumano-Kodo, located in the south of the Kii Peninsula in Japan, has been a place of sacred pilgrimage since ancient times and its roads are used for daily life. There are many paths through the forest, some of which are paved due to the high rainfall. Kumano-Kodo was registered as a World Heritage site, “Sacred Sites and Pilgrimage Routes in the Kii Mountain Range,” in 2007. The paths vary in elevation, and can be used...
as a hiking course according to each walker’s physical strength. The Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare and Wakayama Prefecture recommend walking in Kumano-Kodo to reduce stress and improve physical fitness. This study examined the relaxation effect of walking on the Magose-Toge course, which is suitable for beginners as it has a relatively low height difference. Toge is the Japanese word for mountain pass. The walk is 4 km from the foot to the pass with a height difference of about 300 m, and it takes about 2 hours to complete.

The purpose of this research is to investigate whether walking in forests for about 2 hours, using Kumano-Kodo Magose-Toge course, has a relaxing effect.

Methods

The experiment used an open crossover design. Twenty-two healthy male volunteers (average age 31.5 ± 5.6 years) were randomly assigned to two equal-sized groups. The aim and method of the study were explained, and informed consent was obtained from all participants. The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Review Committee for Human Experimentation of Mie University Graduate School of Medicine.

The participants completed two walks on consecutive weeks. The first group walked the Kodo (Kumano Kodo Magose-Toge) course first and the urban course second, while the second group walked them in the reverse order. The participants walked together as a group, and were not allowed to eat anything (including candy and gum) or drink more than the 500 ml of drinking water provided per person.

On the Kodo course, the participants walked completed the 4.0 km walk from the foot to the Magose-Toge and back in 2 hours, which took around two hours with breaks when necessary. On the first half of the urban course, which is flat and not surrounded by trees, the participants walked or jogged to increase their heart rate to 120 to 140 beats/min. This was assumed to be equivalent to climbing the Kodo course for 1 hour and 20 minutes. They then walked or jogged the second half of the course with a heart rate of 120 beats/min, equivalent to the descent of the Kodo course. They walked and jogged for about 2 hours and covered about 7.8 km in total, with appropriate breaks as on the Kodo course. A pre-test was conducted to assess the average heart rate while walking the Kodo course; this was then used as the target heart rate for the urban course to ensure the exercise intensity was equal. The pre-test involved different participants from those in the main study, but they were of a similar age.

During the test, the weather, temperature, and humidity were measured and recorded at each location at the time of the participants’ departure, midpoint, and arrival.

A watch-type heart-rate monitor (Accurex Plus, manufactured by Polar; disposable electrode vitrode M-150 (G236), manufactured by Nihon Kohden) was attached to five patients in each group from the start of the walk to the end. The exercise load of both walking courses was analyzed.

Salivary amylase and salivary cortisol concentrations were measured. Salivary amylase and cortisol concentrations showed diurnal variation, with a relatively steady period between 10 am and 4 pm for the former and between 10:30 am and 5 pm for the latter. The tests were therefore conducted between 12:00 am and 4:00 pm. To further eliminate the influence of meals, participants were asked not to eat for one hour before the test. The saliva amylase concentration was measured after rinsing the mouth and then inserting a salivary amylase monitor chip (Nipro) under the tongue, then inserting the chip into the COCORO METER (Nipro) after 30 seconds. The measurements were made immediately before and immediately after walking before and after the walk started. A saliva sampling tube (Salivette, manufactured by Sarstedt) was used to collect saliva for the cortisol measurement. The attached cotton was placed under the tongue, and enough saliva was absorbed and returned to the sampling tube. The sampling tube was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes and frozen and stored until the measurement.

For the psychological assessment, the participants completed the Japanese version of the Profile of Mood States–Brief Form (POMS) [13] before and after walking. Scores for the “Tension-Anxiety”, “Depression-Dejection”, “Anger-Hostility”, “Vigor”, “Fatigue”, and “Confusion” subscales were analyzed to indicate mood and emotion.

Participants indicated their general subjective physical and psychological condition at the start, midpoint (the Magose pass on the Kodo course, and the equivalent time on the urban course), and end of the walk by marking the appropriate place on a visual analog scale (VAS), with face indicators. The mark was then translated into a score for analysis.

To provide reference data, a Holter electrocardiograph (FM-180, Fukuda Denshi) was attached to two participants from the first group and three from the second group from the start of the walk to the end. The low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) components were analyzed to assess autonomic nervous system activity. The measurement interval was 1 minute, the measurement algorithm was the maximum entropy method, and heart rate variability was assessed by power spectrum analysis.

For all data excluding electrocardiogram data, a variance analysis for crossover was carried out and t-test was carried out for all inter-group comparisons if there was no carry-over effect or order effect and it was significant. The POMS data, although parametric, were treated as nonparametric data, as is common in the field of psychology. No statistical analysis was carried out on the electrocardiogram waveform, because it was considered appropriate to look at the time series. For verification, SPSS Advanced Model version 13.0 was used, with a significance level of 5% for two-tailed tests.

Results

The analysis of variance for crossover indicated no carry-over effect or order effect. It was concluded that the influence of the previous walking did not remain and the evaluation was not affected by the one week interval.
The weather was fine on both walking days. Compared with the urban course, the Kodo course had a lower temperature and higher humidity, with humidity exceeding 60%, which was somewhat uncomfortable. However, the difference was not considered sufficient to affect the comparison of the two courses.

The mean heart rate did not differ significantly between climbing up to the pass on the Kodo course (118.90 ± 4.59) and up to the midpoint of the urban course (117.3 ± 3.93). However, the mean heart rate was significantly higher (p=0.018) on the descent of the Kodo course (99.70 ± 4.74) than on the second half of the urban course (108.90 ± 3.84). Overall, however, there was no significant difference (111.40 ± 4.60 in the Kodo course, 114.00 ± 3.73 in the urban course; p=0.337) in heart rates, thus it was judged that the difference in momentum would not affect the comparison of the two courses.

The changes in salivary amylase concentrations are shown in Figure 1. On the Kodo course, the concentrations tended to be lower at the end of the walk than before the start, but the difference was not significant (p=0.24). On the urban course, the mean concentration at the end of the walk was significantly (p=0.027) higher than before the start, and significantly (p=0.004) higher than at the end of the Kodo course. Although the relaxation effect of the Kodo course could not be confirmed, stress levels increased while walking the urban course, suggesting that the Kodo course was less stressful.

The changes in salivary cortisol concentration are shown in Figure 2. Salivary cortisol were lower at the end of both the Kodo course and the urban course than at the start. The difference was significant (p=0.0001) for the Kodo course, although was not significance (p=0.51) for the urban course. In the between-group comparison, cortisol levels tended (p =0.081) to be lower at the end of the Kodo course than at the end of the urban course. There was a tendency for participants to relax while walking, but the effect was higher for the Kodo course.

The results of the POMS analysis are shown in Figure 3. “Tension-Anxiety” (p=0.0001 in Kodo course; p=0.02 in urban course), “Depression-Dejection” (p=0.032 in Kodo course; 0.042 in urban course), “Anger-Hostility” (p=0.003 in Kodo course; p=0.016 in urban course), and “Confusion” (p=0.022 in Kodo course; p=0.042 in urban course) significantly decreased after walking both the Kodo course and the urban course. “Vigor” was significantly (p=0.003) reduced on the urban course, and showed a declining trend (p=0.057) compared to the Kodo course. “Fatigue” did not change on the Kodo course, but showed a tendency (p=0.072) to increase on the urban course compared with the Kodo course. These results suggest that participants’ mood improved while walking the Kodo course.
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For VAS analysis results, on the Kodo course, there was no change \((p=0.405)\) in scores at the midpoint, but scores were significantly \((p=0.005)\) higher at the end of the walk, indicating that participants were in a good mood and physical condition. On the urban course, however, scores were significantly \((p=0.008)\) lower at the midpoint and end of the walk, indicating that participants’ mood and physical condition had worsened. A between-group comparison showed that scores on the urban course were significantly \((p=0.004)\) lower than on the Kodo course, both at the midpoint and end of the walk. Overall, these results suggest that the Kodo course improved the participants’ overall mood.

Although the electrocardiogram analysis only provided reference data, the HF component, which is an indicator of parasympathetic activity, changed little from the initial value in the time series. On the Kodo course, however, the values were higher than on the urban course, especially near the end of the walk (Figure 4). The LF/HF ratio, which indicates the level of sympathetic nervous system activity, was somewhat higher on the urban course than the Kodo course throughout (Figure 5). These results suggest that the sympathetic nervous function was stable during the Kodo walk, but tended to be more activated during the urban walk.

**Figure 4** HF component during walking in the Kodo course and in the urban course.

**Figure 5** Changes of LF/HF ratio during walking in the Kodo course and in the urban course.

### Discussion

Studies on forest bathing shinrin-yoku, most of which have been conducted in Japan [2-7], have shown that spending time in a forest reduces the pulse rate, reduces cortisol, suppresses sympathetic activity, increases parasympathetic activity, and lowers blood pressure compared with spending time in an urban area. Similar results are obtained even after only about 15 to 20 minutes of walking in the forest [8-12]. This highlights the importance of green spaces in the city [14] and garden walking [15]. However, the specific effects of the forest are not necessarily clear. A forest has a quiet atmosphere, beautiful scenery, mild climate, and fresh, clean air. Living in a forest environment for a long time may have a psychological effect or a physiological effect. Under the stress of restraint, stroke-prone, spontaneously hypertensive rats exposed to phytoncides showed lower blood pressure than those without such exposure [16], indicating that phytoncides may have anti-
stress effects. Phytoncides increase natural killer cell activity [17,18]. This favorable effect on immune functioning may in turn have a favorable psychoneuroimmunological influence. There are many cypress in Japan’s forests, and the effect of the scent of hinoki, which is found on the Kodo course, can be considered part of the effect of forest bathing [19]. The visual sense of the forest has also been shown to have a relaxing effect [20]. The current study involved walking for a long time and distance, and found the relaxation effect conventionally shown for walking in a forest compared with urban areas. The characteristics of the forest must play a great part in explaining the effect.

It is well known that strong exercise produces sympathetic dominance, while moderate exercise results in parasympathetic dominance [21,22] and relieves stress if the subject is in training [23]. However, it is unclear how much exercise is moderate. Although the participants of this study had no particularly training, it is likely that the intensity of the exercise caused the relaxation effect, enhanced by the forest environment.

Stress response is mainly caused by sympathetic nervous system and hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. Salivary amylase and salivary cortisol concentrations reflect sympathetic nervous function and HPA function, respectively, and they are used as a useful index because they are noninvasive [24]. To measure the sympathetic nervous function, heart rate variability that was used in this experiment has come to be used frequently. Relaxation is thought to be a state in which both sympathetic and HPA functions are suppressed. On the Kodo course both functions showed a suppression or suppression tendency, while in the urban course the HPA function showed a tendency to suppress, but the sympathetic nervous function was not suppressed. Therefore we have concluded that the relaxation effect was recognized in the Kodo course, but not adequately in the urban course.

The Kodo path includes some stone pavement, and is not flat like an urban course. It is necessary to retain the body’s balance during walking, which uses muscles that are not used in urban walking. It is also thought that there are many nerve connections between the foot and the brain that are highly stimulated by walking [25]. Whether these factors lead to relaxation has not yet been examined, but it is possible that they make some contribution, and further study is required.

Kumano Kodo is a prayer path, which may have had an effect, although this is impossible to prove and it is better interpreted as an effect of the forest.

The results of this study suggest that walking for 2 hours has a relaxing effect that depends on the exercise intensity. As walking can also strengthen physical fitness, the use of the forest for improving health seems to be an excellent suggestion. The relationship between humans and nature in terms of stress relief, health promotion, rehabilitation, and disease prevention would be worthwhile [26]. We aim to conduct further research on how walking in the forest contributes to health. It is also necessary to investigate reproducibility by increasing the number of subjects, examination targeting women, and studies that broaden target age in the future.

Conclusion

This study provides psychological and physiological evidence that confirms the relaxing effect of walking in a forest. Although previous studies have reported this effect, their results were based on walking for only about 15 minutes. The present study shows, for the first time, the relaxation effect of walking for as long as 2 hours in a forest. Walking for this length of time is beneficial not only for relaxation, but also for improving physical fitness. Further research is required to clarify the contribution of factors such as the intensity of exercise. It is also necessary to increase the number of subjects and to examine the effects of sex and age.
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